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Summer is here!
Dear Cluster members, associated scientists and friends,
Summer is here and we all have different
reasons for loving it. For some it is the
long daylight, for others the holiday feeling
or even the aroma of grilled food in the air.

activities, like the museum exhibition
titled ImmunSinn, the Day of Immunology and other public outreach programs.
So get a picnic blanket and enjoy an ice
cream, or a cold drink as you stay updated.
Yours,

In this summer edition, we introduce
the new members of the cluster and
their research expertise. We also feature photos from some of our recent

Cluster Coordination Office

An ice for the hot days!
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HIGHLIGHT

Museum Exhibition, “ImmunSinn”
bringing immunology closer to the public.
On display were photos, 3D models, parasitic worms and informative posters that
took the readers through immunology from
the 1860s to the present day. The exhibition looked into some milestones in the
field of immunotherapy, comparing the late
19th, the early 20th and the 21st centuries.

© CCO ImmunoSensation2

The exhibition was displayed at the
University of Bonn Museum from the
30th of April till the 30th June 2019.
Covering the topics of immunotherapy, Alzheimer’s disease, the influence
of western diet on health, parasitic diseases and technological advances in
immunology, ImmunSinn was aimed at

On the history of immunotherapy, the exhibition featured Bonn’s own Prof. Carl
David Wilhelm Busch (1826* - 1881†),
who was the first doctor to perform cancer immunotherapy on a patient using
live bacteria. He was professor of surgery at the University Hospital Bonn.
During the period of the exhibition, three
pubic lectures were held and had a good
turn up. The exhibition had more than
800 visitors.

HIGHLIGHT

Press “ImmunSinn”
Prof. Joachim L. Schultze and Dr. Anette
Christ were interviewed by Dr. Martin
Wein from the General Anzeiger on the
exhibition ImmunSinn. Dr. Anette Christ
prepared the part of the exhibition on
western diet and Prof. Joachim L. Schultze on modern technology. Together with
Prof. Michael Heneka, they gave the public lectures.
Read the full interview here.

Photos: © Volker Lannert / Uni Bonn

DFG review board elections

Call to Vote

Dear Cluster members,
Elections for the members of the DFG review boards for the 2019-2022 term are
upcoming. The DFG review boards scientifically evaluate proposals to fund research

projects in their respective subject area.
More information concering the election
will follow soon by Mail. You can find here
more information in the DFG website.
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HIGHLIGHT

Opening of ImmunSinn exhibition
The exhibition ImmunSinn was officially opened by the Rector of the University of Bonn, Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Michael Hoch.

View more impressions
from the opening ceremony here.

Photos © Volker Lannert / Uni Bonn
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HIGHLIGHTS

Science for kids!
ImmunoSensation2 participated in educating young future scientists through
the Bonner Kinderuni, Wissenschaftsrallye and the Girls’ Day. These are
annual events organized be the University of Bonn.

Kinderuni
The Kinderuni offers young enthusiastic
boys and girls aged between 8 - 13 the
opportunity to attend lectures at the university.
Prof. Dr. med. Natalija Novak gave a lecture on allergies, titled “Hatschi, hatschi
- warum bekomme ich eine Allergie?“
Photos are available here.

© Volker Lannert / Uni Bonn

Wissenschaftsrallye (Science Rally)
In this year’s Wissenschaftsrallye we
prepared a hands on game, where the
children could build back the dummy.
The children had to solve easy immunological questions to reveal the right
order in which the organs were placed.
Watch the video here.

© Volker Lannert / Uni Bonn

Girls’ Day
This year, 6 girls aged 11 & 12 enjoyed an interesting lab day in the lab
of Dr. Anne Schmöle. Since 2014, ImmunoSensation has been part of the
program, providing a day with hands
on experience in the lab for the girls.
Photos are available here.

© Johan Saba / UKB
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HIGHLIGHT

Day of Immunology
This year, ImmunoSensation² scientists presented on lung and liver diseases. The visitors were able to measure their lung capacities.

Impressions from the
Day of Immunology.
View more photos here.

Photos © Barbara Fromann / Uni Bonn
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PEOPLE

New Cluster Members
ImmunoSensation2 is growing and we welcome our new members!

Prof. Dr. med. Alexander Pfeifer
My group focuses on searching for
new molecular targets for therapies,
investigating the mechanisms of action
of drugs and the development of new
therapeutic approaches. Our focus is on
metabolic diseases such as overweight
and diabetes, as well as neurodegenerative
diseases and nanomedicine. Our work
combines basic research with clinically
relevant topics. Our current topics are:
NO/cGMP signaling cascade: The NO/
cGMP signaling cascade regulates a
broad spectrum of biologic processes.
Using gene targeting in embryonic stem

Prof. Dr. med. Veronika Lukacs-Kornek
T and B cell responses are initiated in
secondary lymphoid organs (SLOs)
such as spleen and lymph nodes (LNs).
Stromal cell populations within SLOs
guide immune cell migration and play
a complex immunoregulatory role in
an arising immune response. They
promote naïve T cell homeostasis,
present viral and self-peptides and

cells and RNAi (see below), we analyze
the function of cGMP-regulated proteins,
such as cGMP-dependent kinases
and ion channels in vitro and in vivo.
Viral Vectors & RNAi: Our goal is
to combine modern virology and
transgenic technologies. We focus
on retroviral and lentiviral vectors.
Lentiviral vectors are a promising tool
for molecular biology and gene therapy.
RNAi: RNAi (RNA interference) is a
potent tool to suppress specific genes in
human cells and has great potential for
therapeutic use in many disorders. Our
laboratory focuses on the development
of RNAi-based approaches for the
treatment of neurodegenerative disorders.
Drug delivery & Nanomedicine: Our
aim is the development of nanomedicinebased strategies for targeted delivery of
innovative therapies, as well as genetically
modified cells in the cardiovascular
and the central nervous system.

Institute of Pharmacology and Toxicology,
Faculty of Medicine,
University of Bonn

For more details, visit our website here.

affect the arising T and B cell responses.
Stromal cells have emerged as a novel
field in immunology and gained enormous
interest during the last decade. It is
increasingly evident that the immune
response cannot be fully understood
without the stromal aspect since the stromal
network exhibit complex interactions and
cross talks with immune cells necessary
for immunity and tolerance. Importantly,
these stromal circuits also operate
outside of the SLOs such as within the
tumor microenvironment altering antitumor responses and tumor eradication.
The research aims to understand the
immunoregulatory role of stromal cells
in arising T cell responses, how this is
affected by danger signals and how we
can influence stromal-T cell cross-talk for
a more efficient immune response within
SLOs and in the tumor microenvironment.
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Institute of Experimental
Immunology,
Faculty of Medicine,
University of Bonn

PEOPLE

New Cluster Members
ImmunoSensation2 is growing and we welcome our new members!

Prof. Dr. med. Daniela Wenzel
My research group deals with the
regulatory mechanisms of systemic and
pulmonary blood vessels and airways.
Our research team’s long-term goal

is the identification of molecules with
therapeutic potential, for the treatment
of vascular and pulmonary diseases.
We are currently working on the following
topics
• The role of the endocannabinoid
receptor in the lung
• Magnetic nanoparticles for targeted
gene and cell therapy
• Direct pharmacological G protein
modulation in the lung
• Mechanisms of blood vessel formation
For more details on each of the specific
topics, visit our website here.

Dr. med. Lino Teichmann
My research group is interested in how
individual components of the innate
immune system act in concert to instruct

the lymphocyte response against own
body in chronic autoimmune diseases
such as systemic lupus erythematous
(SLE). Our current research is centered
on studying the specific contributions
of classical monocytes and neutrophils
to organ inflammation and destruction
in mouse models of SLE. Another focus
of my group is on immune evasion of
tumors. Taking clues from our work on
autoimmunity my team has begun to
develop new tools using CRISPR/Cas9
technology to study the role of myeloid
cells in the adaptive immune response
against autochthonous lung tumors in
mice. Visit our website here.

PD Dr. med. Sebastian Zimmer
My research team and I are interested
in the significance of the innate
immune system in the development of

cardiovascular diseases, in particular
atherosclerosis. Our focus is on the
investigation and therapy of vascular
inflammation, the NLRP3-inflammasome,
as well as endothelial dysfunction and
the role of cholesterol crystals in the
process of atherogenesis.We have begun
developing cyclodextrin as a therapeutic
molecule to potentially dissolve these
crystals and reduce inflammation.
Moreover, we are beginning to apply the
knowledge gained about atherosclerosis
to
other
inflammatory
vascular
diseases, such as aortic stenosis.
For more details, visit our website here.
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Institute of Physiology,
Faculty of Medicine,
University of Bonn

Medical Clinic III,
University Hospital Bonn

Medical Clinic II,
University Hospital Bonn

RECENT PUBLICATIONS
Find here a selection of our latest publications

(L -R) Dr. Marc Beyer & Prof. Joachim
Schultze © Photo S. Hoch / Uni Bonn

© Sauer etal 2019 (Nat. Comm.)

Enzymatic Activity of HPGD in Treg Cells Suppresses Tconv Cells to Maintain Adipose Tissue
Homeostasis and Prevent Metabolic Dysfunction.
Lisa Schmidleithner, (...), Joachim L. Schultze and
Marc Beyer
The regulatory T cells keep the immune system in
balance and slow down its activity to protect the
body from autoimmune diseases. The scientists
discovered a new mechanism with which regulatory
T-cells inhibit inflammation, particularly in fatty tissue. The mechanism plays an important role in the
prevention of type 2 diabetes, because an overactive immune system in the fatty tissue can promote
insulin resistance and thus lead to metabolic alterations. Read the full press release here.
Immunity 2019 May.
DOI: 10.1016/j.immuni.2019.03.014
DHX36 prevents the accumulation of translationally inactive mRNAs with G4-structures in
untranslated regions.
Markus Sauer, (...), Katrin Paeschke
The study presents a comprehensive and systems-wide characterization of the targets and function of the DEAH-box helicase DHX36.
Nat Commun. 2019 Jun
DOI: 10.1038/s41467-019-10432-5

© Bernardo S Franklin

Charcot-Leyden Crystals Activate the NLRP3
Inflammasome and Cause IL-1β Inflammation in
Human Macrophages
Juan Francisco Rodríguez-Alcázar, (...), Eicke Latz
and Bernardo S. Franklin
The new study shows that Charcot-Leyden crystals
induce a strong inflammatory response driven by
interleukin-1 after the activation of the pattern recognition receptor NLRP3 and formation of inflammasomes. The study suggests that a product of
eosinophil degranulation can sustain immune activity, which could have important implications for the
development of chronic diseases such as allergic
asthma, a chronic airway inflammatory disease that
affects 8-12% of people in Europe.
J Immunol. 2019 Jan
Doi.org/10.4049/jimmunol.1800107

FIND ALL RECENT PUBLICATIONS HERE
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Find out more about
the recent publications on our website.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS
Find here a selection of our latest publications

© Romano etal 2018 (AJHG)

© Barbara Fromann / Uni Bonn

Bi-allelic Mutations in LSS, Encoding Lanosterol
Synthase, Cause Autosomal-Recessive Hypotrichosis Simplex
Maria-Teresa Romano, (...), Regina Betz
In infancy, fine hair tends to sprout sparsely. With increasing age, hair loss progresses. Ultimately, only
a few hairs are left on the head and body. Hypotrichosis simplex is a rare form of hair loss (alopecia). The condition is limited to a few hundred families worldwide. So far, only a few genes are known
that are causally related to the disease. Under the
leadership of the Institute of Human Genetics at the
University Hospital of Bonn, a team of researchers
from Germany and Switzerland have now deciphered mutations in another gene that is responsible for hair loss. Read the full press release here.
Am J Hum Genet. 2018 Nov
Doi: 10.1016/j.ajhg.2018.09.011
CCL17 exerts a neuroimmune modulatory function and is expressed in hippocampal neurons
Lorenz Fülle, (...), Irmgard Förster
The chemotactic protein CCL17 attracts immune
cells to where they are currently needed. Doctors
have long known: A high level of this substance in
the body indicates an allergic reaction. A team of
scientists led by the University of Bonn has now discovered a completely new function: CCL17 also influences signal transmission in the brain. There may
even be a molecular link to autism. The results have
now been published in the journal “GLIA”.Read full
press release here.
Glia. 2018 Oct;, 2017
More information
Doi.org/10.1002/glia.23507

Find all recent publications on the ImmunoSensation’s website:
http://www.immunosensation.de/research/publications.html
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Find out more about
the recent publications on our website

MISCELLANEOUS

IITB

BIGS Immunosciences and Infection
skill- as well as method-courses and seminar series with invited guest speakers.
Moreover, at least once a year, you
can apply for a variety of scholarships:
•

© CCO ImmunoSensation2

Dear PhD students,
Six years ago ImmunoSensation2
founded the International Immunology Training Program Bonn (IITB).
The scientific curriculum consists of an
immunology-based, 3-year structured
PhD program. So far, it doesn’t sound
very exciting, so why should you as a
PhD student apply for an IITB membership? Here are some advantages of being a member of the Graduate School:
First of all, you become part of the vibrant scientific network of the BIGS ImmunoSciences and Infection. Within this
framework, you have the opportunity to
participate in various workshops, soft

Fellowships for the DGfI Autumn
School
• Fellowships for the DGfI Translational
Immunology School
• Travel Grants for participation in congresses
• Travel Grants for technical exchange
in other labs
And if those aren’t enough reasons already:
ImmunoSensation2 is internationally connected and maintains research partnerships with Australia (Melbourne University), Japan (Osaka University, Waseda
University, Kyoti University) and the Netherlands (Radboud University, Nijmegen).
You will have the opportunity to receive
additional financial support to participate
in an official student exchange program
(3 to 6 months) with selected principals
investigators at these partner universities.
Have we convinced you? For application
or any questions to BIGS ImmunoSciences and Infection, please write an email to
alexandra.kraemer@uni-bonn.de.

UPCOMING

UPCOMING

Good Scientific Practice

Workshop for
Postdocs

The major objective of the workshop
“Good Scientific Practice - Protecting
Scientific Integrity” is to know and understand the basic rules and values of
the responsible conduct of research,
according to local, national and international regulations and guidelines.
More information here.
When: Sept. 24, 2019 from 9am- 5pm

The purpose of the workshop is to enables life scientists to write grants
and fellowships that get funded.
More information here
For registration, contact Dr. Kraemer:
alexandra.kraemer@uni-bonn.de
When: September, 2 & 3, 2019 from 9am
to 5pm
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Family Support

A letter from one parent to another

© Bruna Guerra Photography

Dear colleagues and fellow parents,
As a father of two (3 & 7), and with my wife
and I both working, we are dependent on
our Kindergarten and full-time day-school
to take care of our children while we are at
work. Usually, the arrangement we found
between work and day-care works out,
but on days when the Kindergarten or
OGS (Offene Ganztagsschule) have their
exceptional days of training or seminars,
we are left to organize an alternative.
Luckily, the grandparents are happy to
take over most of the time, and we even
have the convenience of two babysitters
who we know well, but, they too sometimes have plans. A great alternative, that
I recently experienced, is the PME Familienservice. The school of my 7-year-old

daughter had closed due to training for
teachers and OGS personnel and none
of the usual alternatives were available.
Two days before, I registered on the PME
Familienservice website, filled the online
forms and requested for full-day care
from 8 am to 5 pm in their Kindergarten
in Bonn Dottendorf. As I had registered
with the SFB/Transregio 237 account,
they called to verify my eligibility and brief
me on how to get access to the building.
When I took my daughter two days later,
a babysitter was waiting for us in a room
equipped for children of different ages. I
was offered to stay for some time to let
my daughter get accustomed to the new
environment, but as she was confident
she would be fine, I said goodbye and
left for work. In the evening my daughter was super happy and she recapped
her day which entailed a lot of painting, a
visit to the nearby forest and a farm. She
even asked if she could visit them again.
From my experience I can highly recommend the Back-Up service offered by PME
and will happily use their service any time.

Dr. Simon Görgen is the
scientific coordinator of
the SFB/Transregio 237.

Yours,
Simon Görgen

Family support

Family Room!
We are very happy to announce the opening of our family room at the BMZ
service pme and Mrs Banavas from the
office of gender equality of the UKB. The
more than 40 guests had the opportunity
to ask questions, exchange their experiences and have a look in our family room.

© Johann Saba / UKB

The opening ceremony was attended by
Mrs. Kolits, a representative of the family

For our Cluster scientists, the family room
can be used to provide childcare by the
family service of pme when the regular
daycare is closed due to unforeseen reasons. If you organize your own childcareyou can use it after booking the room at
notes
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If you have questions
concerning the pme family service or the family
room, please contact
alexandra.kraemer@unibonn.de

UPCOMING

Seminars and Workshops on Lab
Management

© Johann Saba / UKB

The lab management seminars and
workshops are designed for Master students, PhD students, PostDocs, scientists and technical assistants. The objective is to help in understanding how
to better organize and optimize everyday
institute and lab routines by implementation of standardization and appropriate
modern IT technologies and solutions.
The workshops are designed in
two parts, theoretical and practical.
The aim of theoretical part is to give

the participants answers to general questions regarding digitalization.
For those looking into an alternative career, the workshops shed
some lights on Lab Manager as a job.
The course facilitator, Dr. Andriy Kubarenko, has expertise in digitalization in science and research, with strong hands-on
expertise in research and lab management. He also developed his own powerful comprehensive IT solutions for sustainable science and lab management. He
has worked in different leading research
centers in Germany first as a wet-lab scientist in the fields of biochemistry, molecular biology and immunology, and later
transitioned to the field of bioinformatics
and computational structural biology.
For more details, contact Dr. Kubarenko
(avk@uni-bonn.de, +49 228 287-51290).

UPCOMING

Nanobody Symposium
This symposium is meant to bring together scientists from different disciplines who
do (or would like to) develop, modify, and
apply nanobodies for basic research, diagnostics and therapy.
You can visit the website for further information here and to register here.

© Colourbox

Nanobodies – Versatile Tools in Research, Diagnostics and Therapy
Date: Sept. 5th - 6th, 2019
Location: Biomedical Center (BMZBuilding 13), Lecture Hall

Registration deadline: 5th August 2019
Abstact submission deadline: 31st July
2019
Contact: Dr. Florian Schmidt
Email: nanobodies2019@event.uni-bonn.
de
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Cluster Coordination Office

Changes in the CCO

Sophie Krimmer joined the Cluster in
March. She is in charge of ImmunoSensation2 administration and event management, she takes over from Nicole Dahms.

Nicole Dahms changed her position
from Cluster administration and gender
support to institute coordinator at the Institute for Genomic Statistics and Bioinformatics.

Daniela Schiavo is the new financial administrator for ImmunoSensation2, she
takes over from Ida Bartz.

Ida Bartz retired in March 2019 and is
now enjoying her hard earned free time.

Dr. Elisabeth Jurack resumed her position as the PR and Press contact person
for ImmunoSensation2 after her parental
leave.

Dr. Patricia Korir will leave the Cluster
Coordination Office in September to join
IMMIP. She has been the contact person
for PR during Dr. Jurack’s parental leave.

© Photos: Johann Saba, UKB
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